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But there are hills beyond Pentland and streams beyond Forth. Scotland would not be Scotland if it were only the Lowland plains and hills across which Saxon and Norman have spread their blood and their civilization. Beyond them rose the mountains, sheltering an older and a darker race; it peopled in great numbers the valleys that have now become lonely playgrounds for the rich. The soil was poor, the living hard; the Highlanders could eke it out by plundering Lowland neighbours, who spoke of them as mere savages, though they had an older culture and language, shared with their Irish kinsmen, The Middle Ages had passed over their heads, leaving their tribal law untainted by feudalism, turning gangs of robbers into wefl-knit dans, Many had ignored the Reformation, and the chieftains kept their own priests, even sent their sons to Catholic schools on the Continent. All hated Clan Campbell, and had old feuds with Archie Campbell, who called himself Argyle and had thrown in his lot with Lowlanders and Kirk Elders. They had refused the Covenant and suffered terribly from Argyle's cruel raids. They cared nothing for Parliaments and legality, mere machinery for hanging their best. champions as thieves in the Edinburgh Grassmarket Now Montrose had at last obtained a royal commission; he was coming to raise the Highlanders for the cause of a king who had defied Parliaments, favoured Catholics, and was himself a Highland Stewart. If it was centuries since Ms ancestors had turned their backs upon the mountains, centuries were nothing to the men who remembered Cuchulain and Deirdre in their songs. They made a strange army, ill-dad, barefooted, without a commissariat But they moved at a pace which made the daily march of trained troops a laughing-stock. And even trained troops found it difficult to stand against their chaige.
The thing started in the oddest way. A small band of \ •Irish royalists landed on the west coast and attacked ,ttje;; Covenanting Campbells. They were soon head over heefc: in a, muddle of dan feuds, thoroughly TOpopuIar

